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ABSTRACT 

A cooperative program about nuclear space power systems 
has been in i t ia ted in 1982 by both CNES (Centre National 
d'Etudes Spatiales) and CEA (Commissariat à l'Energie 
Atomique) with a view to assessing the f eas ib i l i ty , the 
lead time, and the cost of nuclear space power system* 
of the 20 to 400 kWe c l a s s . A f i r s t study phase, comple
ted in mid 1986, has been devoted to preliminary f e a s i 
b i l i t y and cost studies of a reference 200 kWe turbo-
electr ic power system ERATO compatible with the ARIANEV 
launcher. The present three-year study phase i s mainly 
oriented toward the assessment of the potential advan
tages of nuclear power systems over solar dynamic and 
photovoltaic systems, within the 20 kWe power range, 
which corresponds to the expected power needs of the 
f irst european space missions. 

This paper i s intended to give an overview of the pre
sent program phase, with emphasis on the design studies 
dedicated to three concepts of 20 kWe nuclear turbo-
electr ic power systems selected for comparison against 
non nuclear power systems. 

BACKGROUND AND BRIEF PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

The a v a i l a b i l i t y , after 1995, of the ARIANE V heavy 
launcher makes i t possible to contemplate ambitious 
european space missions which wi l l require high on 
board energy leve ls for long periods, that probably 
only nuclear systems can ef f ic ient ly produce. 

For this reason, a CNES-CEA joint prograr. on nuclear 
space power systems was init iated in 1982, which major 
stages are : 
" !2§2_£2J5iË-!2§5 " Prospective »tudy of an orbit 

transfer vehicle powered by a 200 kWe nuclear e l ec 
tric source [1 ,2 ] 

- mid '2§ft_£9_?ië-I2lé " Assessment of development cost 
ind~ïëSd"timë~ôf"â~200 kWe reference system (see 
f ig . 1) whose basic design options, mainly dictated by 
i t s integration with Ariane 5, are a fast spectrum 
lithium cooled reactor with Mo-Re clad UN fuel pins 
[ 3 ] , a redundant conversion system composed of four 
Brayton loops operated at a turbine inlet temperature 
of 1400 K [ 4 ] , and a mercury/steel heat pipes non-
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Fig.1 - General view of the UNIti/Mo-Re 200kWe 
Turboe lee tr ie power system. 

déployable radiator [ 5 ] . Work carried out at this 
stage includes conceptual design studies, analysis of 
the reactor control system, and of normal and acciden
tal transients [63 

5 ië . i2 l§_£°- ï ië -12§2 " Establishment o* the technical 
ând'ëconômlcâî bases for the development of nuclear 
space power systems. This present phase comprises ; 
. studies on the 200 kWe system for improving the pre

liminary design (mass optimization and sens i t iv i ty 
s tudies) , investigating design alternatives and eva
luating a gas cooled reactor with direct conversion 

, studies on 20 kWe systems with the aim of assessing 
nuclear against solar systems [ 7 , 8 ] , These studies , 
which include the. comparison of various candidate 
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tecnnologies for the nuclear systems are presented 
in the following section 

. a limited experimental RAD program on Mo-Re alloys 
and Nitride fuel, and first contracts to the indus
try regarding the turbogenerator and the control 
drums actuators. 

20 kWe SPACE NUCLEAR POWER SYSTEMS COMPARATIVE 
EVALUATION 

In order to span the wide range of possible technologi
cal options for a 20 kWe space nuclear power system, and 
to assess the impact of the heat source temperature 
level on the system performances, 3 reference concepts 
were selected for comparison : 

Common Design Features and Specifications 
The three 20 kWe power systems considered are designed 
for a 7 year lifetime with a 0,90 reliability goal. They 
all use a single Brayton rotating unit for power conver
sion. For a first comparison, a radi< tor of the armored 
gas-cooled type is assumed. The fast neutrons ana gamma 
de ses requirements the radiation shield has to meet are 
I0l3n/cm2 (E>1 MeV) and 0,5 Mrad on the payload plane, 
20 m away from the reactor, the cone angle shielded 
being 30*. The reactor concept and the amount of energy 
stored in the APUs should be such as to allow multiple 
(>10) restarts, lOhours being assumed for the period 
between a shutdown and the consecutive start-up. Finally, 
the reactors are sized for a built-in reactivity of 6X 
ac B0L, and are provided with a safety rods system desi
gned for giving a subcriticality margin of 5Z in case of 
hypothetical compaction and immersion accidents. 

Specific Design Features 
ÏÎ!£_S9225§ZI§:222I5 system uses a sodium cooled fast 
spectrum reactor, with U02 fuel and 316 stainless steel 
structure operating at a peak temperature of 970 K. In 
spite of thi a priori unfavourable total mass that could 
be expected from the need for a large radiator area 
(85 tn2), this system was considered for the significant 
advantage of benefiting from the technologies developed 
for the terrestrial Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor 
(LMFBR), even though unusual lifetime (7 years) and tem
perature conditions call for a qualification effort that 
should not be underestimated. 

The_yÇ2/Direçt_ç^çle/HBA-85p2£ 8 V * t e , D u s*« » 8 a > cooled 
ëpïthermal~pârtïcïê~bed reactor, to drive a direct cycle 
conversion system, with a turbine inlet temperature of 
1120 K. This system is intended to.make full use of the 
Heat Resisting Alloys (HRA) and of the techniques deve
loped for the high temperature gas cooled reactors. 
Nevertheless, the additional effort required to qualify 
the structural material (Hastelloy X for instance) will 
be kept in mind. When compared against the U02/Na/SS-
700*C concept, the higher heat source temperature affor
ded by the direct cycle gas cooled reactor makes it pos
sible to consider smaller and lighter radiators. 

The UN/'Li/Mo-Ra 1120*C system adopts the technologies 
âîrëâdy'consîderëd for tha reference 200 kWe power sys
tem : lithium cooled cladded UN pins and Mo-Re alloy as 
structural material. A 1400 K reactor peak temperature 
was assumed in a first comparison. However, the mass 
advantage and the power growth potential expected from 
this very high temperature are to be weighed against the 
long term development of the refractory metal and 
lithium technologies. Therefore the consequences of de
signing this system for lower operating temperatures ara 
to be analysed. 

Operating Conditions 
Near optimum operating conditions for the three 20 kWe 
candidate systems, as computed with a preliminary ver
sion of the general system optimization and design code 

DI0GENE (described in a later section) are listed in 
table 1. 
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For low power turbogenerators equipped with fast spec
trum or epithermal nuclear reactors, the search for a 
design point minimizing the total system mass leads to 
the recommendation of thermodynamic cycles giving rough
ly the same overall efficiency (~18Z) despite their 
quite different turbine inlet temperatures. In fact, tht 
potential efficiency gains provided by higher tempera
tures are spent on a increase of the compressor inlet 
temperature, of the gas pressure drops, and on a reduc
tion of the recuperator efficiency, all of it contribu
ting to substantial mass-savings on the radiator, recu
perator and primary heat exchanger. Consequently, the 
thermal power requirements for the reactors of the three 
candidat* systems are comparable : —110 kWth. 

Reactor Design 
The liquid metal cooled reactors, illustrated in fig.2, 
contain respectively 780 U02 fuel pins (8,5 mm in dia
meter) in the sodium version, and 780 UN fuel pins 
(9,0 mm in diameter) in the lithium version. The coolant 
flow rate and pressure drop, and the number of primary 
loops, are chosen so as to realize the optimum tradeoff 
between the primary system (the electromagnetic (E.M.) 
pumps and their supplies, and the heat exchanger) and 
that of the conversion system, which depends on the 
power recycled in the low efficiency E.M. pumps. 

The design of the gas cooled particles bed design (see 
fig.3) was dictated by the need for finding coolant 
routing schemes keeping below 3Z the relative pressure 
drop in an as compact as possible reactor core. Further 
details on this reactor concept are available in a papei 
prepared for this conference [93. 

Mass Evaluation 
The various subsystem design studies resulted in the 
system mass summaries given in table 2. The total syster 
masses range from 1862 to 2102 kg, the difference bet
ween the_ systems operating at both ends of the heat 
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Fig.2 - U02/Na/SS 700°C concept. 
Vertical and horizontal cross 
sections of the reactor block. 

Fig.3 - UC2/HeXe/HHA 850"C 
concept. Horizontal and 
vertical cross sections of 
the rtactor block. 
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SAFETY RQ05 
source temperature range covered by the study (970 to 
1400 K) amounting to 230 kg only. This quite small dif
ference stems from the fact that for nuclear turbo-
electric systems of the 20 kWe class, the subsystems 
primarily affected by the operating temperatures, namely 
the heat exchangers and the radiator only account for 14 
to 27Z of the total system mass, the reactor and shiel
ding designs being mainly dictated by criticality and 
dose attenuation criterions respectively, and the mass 
of the other subsystems (power conditionning, ...) being 
quasi independent of the heat source temperature. 

It is worth noting that despite radical differences in 
technical options between the direct conversion and the 
liquid metal cooled systems, masses decrease about pro-
'portionnaly to the turbine inlet temperature : the 

increased mass of the ep it henna 1 particule bed reactor 
compensating for che mass-savings afforded by the direc 
cycle (no primary heat exchanger, and no thawing phase 
at start-up). Consequently, gas cooled moderated reac
tors preliminary discarded because of temperature and 
lifetime constraints, will be further evaluated. 

The 20 kWe nuclear space power systems comparison study 
whose main preliminary results have been summarized, ar 
supported by mass optimization studies, alternate desig 
options analysis, and simulation studies that will be 
briefly described hereafter. 
Simulation Studies 
Simulations studies concerning the 200 kWe reference 
system have been reported previously [6,7], Recent simv; 
lations of the 20 kWe U02/Na/SS-770'C system normal ope 
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. ^Oj/Na/SS j(] 'HtXt/HRA UN/Li/Mo.Ri 
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22 
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15 
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. Racuparator . piping 16 51 61 

MAIN RAOlATOR 430 2S1 165 

«27 "17 «59 
Powar Conditioning 151 153 153 
Auxiliary Povar Umr» 347 269 38» 
[nstrumanration • 95 75 95 
Actuators and Wi >g 110 n 110 
Auiiliary Radiator 17 i i 15 
Structurel 100 100 100 

SYSTEM MASS 2102 1956 1870 

Tibla_2_- Mass Sunmanas Ikg) tor tha considtrad 20 kWa 
Turbotltctnc Powar SystaiM 

ration have given, among other thing',, valuable infor
mations on the magrvitude of power and temperature drifts 
undergonawby the generator due to changes in the insola
tion along its orbit (fig.4). 

Current studies are focusing on its behaviour under par
tial or total loss of flow accident. These studies have 
proven the capability of the proposed regulation system-
based on flow rate, neutron flux, and inlet temperature 
measunnent- for stabilizing the reactor operation and 
for damping the power and temperatures swings following 
the loss of one of the two electromagnetic pumps (fig.S). 
Was also demonstrated the ability of this concept to 
passively (by conduction only) evacuate Che afterheat 
even in case of a total loss of flow accident (Fig.6). 
The next step will consist in verifying whether or not 
the present design has Che potential to withstand a lots 
of coolant accident without core meltdown. 

10OO 

System Mass Optimization 
A large effort has been devoted to the development of a 
computational tool (called DIOGENE) capable of perfor
ming an automatized optimization of components and sys
tem design parameters. 

The optimization will aim at minimizing the total systeo 
mass under the constraints set by the integration with 
the ARIANE 5 launch vehicle. DIOGENE roughly consists of 
an optimization algorithm coupled to an automatic systec 
design computer code, whose architecture is presented or 
fig.7, and which is based on fairly detailed design rou
tines of the main components of the system. 

These routines include : thermomechanical design subrou
tines for the primary heat exchanger, recuperator and 
radiator, an aerodynamic-mechanical design subroutine 
for the turbocompressor, electromagnetic design subrou
tines for the alternator and the lines to the payload, a 
thermalhydraulic evaluation subroutine for the reactor, 
and design correlations, based on parametric studies, 
for the radiation shield, the E.M. pumps, the power con-
ditionning unit, the auxiliary power units, ant the 
structures. 
Among the system design parameters optimized are : pri
mary coolant flow rate, and pressure drops in the ducts 
and in the heat exchanger, helium-xenon molecular weight 
rotational speed of the turbogenerator, compressor inlet 
pressure and temperature, and pressure ratio, turbine 
inlet pressure (for a given reactor peak temperature) 
recuperator efficiency and pressure drop, radiator fins 
thickness, number of tubes, and pressure drop, gas pres
sure drop and tubes number in the primary heat exchanger 
Joule losses on the line* to the payload. Fig.8, drawn 
from results obtained with a preliminary version of the 
code, illustrates the consequences, on the Na/SS-700°C 
reference system mass, of a slight departure from their 
optimum value of the major thermodynamic cycle parame
ters. 
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Fig.6 - U02/Na/SS 700'C 20kW. 
system. Temperature contours 
in the reactor after a loss 
of flow accident. 

two E.M. Pumps. 
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Alternate Design Options Evaluation 
This computer code was used to evaluate the growth poten
t i a l (in terms of mass and radiator area) of the three 
20 kWe reference candidate power systems (see table 3) 
and to investigate alternate design options, among 
which : 
~ £!î*_52t_ESSièESEft?ë_Si£lS• Adding a recuperfor i s an 

ef f ic ient mean of reducing both the thermal power to 
be produced, and the amount of waste heat to be rejec
ted through the radiator. However, f i r s t , the mass of 
a fast spectrum reactor driving a 20 kWe turbogenera
tor i s dictated only by c r i t i c a l i t y considerations, 
secondly, the heat i s recuperated at high temperatures, 
where radiators exhibit low specific weight (kg/kWe), 
and f inally the recuperator i s a relatively complex 
and heavy component. These effects are «elfcompensa
ting so that the mass penalty associated with tne sup
pression of a recuperator ranges from 80 to 180 kg 
only, depending on the considered technology. 

" £b£_^SEê£Ê£_MP2Z3êZ§§I§50V;_sy_stem. Considering a 
maximum operating temperature of 700*C for the U02/Na/ 
SS concept assumes a 50°C extrapolation of the techno-
logies developed for the terrestrial LMFBR (Phénix is 
operated at a peak temperature of 650*C). However, the 
mass saving afforded by th i s SO'C increase : 120 kg 
only, proves a derated version of the U02/Na/SS 
concept is v iable . 

~ ïb£_5!âJL£22I£!LI£5£t.2I• *"• mechanical pover required 
for pumping NaK i s about 3 times that needed for Na. 
Switching from Na to Nak might be expected to seve-

•ee iMum vaswaca 

rely im, let on the conversion system mass by increa
sing the e lectr ical power recycled through the low 
eff iciency electromagnetic pumps. Results demonstrate 
on the contrary, that the energy needs associated wit 
the thawing of the primary circuit at start-up are so 
important that there is a net incentive to change f r c 
Na to NaK. 

Other alternative design options currently investigated 
include the heat pipe radiator, the liquid pumped radia 
tor, an annuiar primary heat exchanger with helical tu 
bes, and a dual Brayton units conversion system. 

CONCLUSION 

Present estimations of the specific mass of the three 
considered candidate systems range from 93 to 105 kg/kW 
depending on the heat source temperature and technology 
Such mass performances already appear to be competitive 
with those of an As-Ga photovoltaic solar generator of 
the same power range (112 kg/kW), and design improve
ments have been identified, that should furthermore de
crease the mass of the nuclear power systems. The compa 
rative study of candidate 20 kWe power systems i s to be 
completed by the further analysis of some specific safe 
cy aspects , and by the assessment of their relative 
development cos t s . 

NET ELECTRICAL POWER 20 kWt SO kWt 

UOj/Na/SS 

700»C 

system 
miss (kg) 2092 3027* UOj/Na/SS 

700»C radiator 
aria (»*) 66 160* 

UCj/HeXt/HRA 

6S0*C 

system 
mass (kg) 19S6 Z706 UCj/HeXt/HRA 

6S0*C radiator 
arta (m2) S3 104 

UN/Li/Mo-Re 

1150»C 

system 
mass (kg) 1062 2378 UN/Li/Mo-Re 

1150»C radiator 
arts (m2) 32 68 

Fig. 8_- U02/Na/SS 700"C 20kWe concept. System Mass 
~ Sensitivity to soma Brayton cycle Parameters. 

* At a t5 kWs power output : the extrapolation 
limit for a systtm launched by ARIANE S and 
•quipped with a non-dtptoyabls radiator 

Table 3 • System mass and radiator irtë 
sensitivities to tht power level 



This work is an integral part of a broader effort direc
ted toward providing the technical and economical bases, 
for deciding the technical options and the development 
strategy of nuclear power systems in France. 
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